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INTELLIGENT MEDRECORDS

Are medical records piling up faster than your staff
can address them for ongoing clinician care decisions?
Medical records from a variety of sources and in a variety
of formats, as well as the push to meet clinician deadlines,
can create opportunities for errors and time drains that
cost your organization precious time and money.
How can your health system better manage and automate
medical records classification by leveraging your OnBase
enterprise information platform to save staff time and
reduce cost?
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9 Improves accuracy
and speed

Brainware, Hyland’s intelligent capture, extraction and
validation platform, automatically sorts both paper and
digital documentation and drives the classified data
into OnBase and your electronic medical record (EMR).
With this intelligent solution, capture and indexing tasks
become automated and simplified, improving patient
data accuracy and consistency. This enables your
healthcare organization to more efficiently process the
entire patient record, regardless of file type or format,
within your EMR or enterprise content management
(ECM) platform within 24 hours.

INTELLIGENT MEDRECORDS

9 Manages high volumes

CUSTOMIZED SOLUTIONS
Hyland can customize our approach based on your
preferences, with you owning as much or as little of the
data capture process as your organization sees fit.
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Ensure accurate information routes to your EMR
quickly while freeing your HIM staff for highervalue work with Intelligent MedRecords.

OPTION 1: INTELLIGENT MEDRECORDS

OPTION 2: INTELLIGENT MEDRECORDS VALIDATED

OPTION 3: INTELLIGENT MEDRECORDS DELIVERED

A software-based solution to automate medical
records classification.

The full power of medical records classification with
Brainware technology, plus the addition of human
ingenuity to enable verification services for anything
that is not classified by Brainware.

A fully outsourced medical records classification model
that doesn’t require a local technology deployment but
still enables your organization to drive classification of
patient medical records into the system of your choice.

While the software learns your data/workflows and
continues to improve upon accuracy, this solution
incorporates an outsourced exception management
service that ensures all data is checked for accuracy
and quality.

We will handle the logistics, including scanning, indexing
accuracy and staffing, and absorb the volume ebbs and
flows so your staff is free to focus on other priorities.

You uphold the solution in-house and have full ownership
of the Brainware intelligent capture technology that can
be leveraged across your enterprise. This option provides
your organization with the flexibility to implement
additional solutions that are built on the Brainware
technology. Your staff is accountable for scanning any
paper documents, and reviewing and verifying any
exceptions that are not classified by Brainware.

For more information, please contact your
account executive, or chat with a Hyland
expert at 888-495-2638.
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